In their article in this issue of the Journal, “Prospective Study of Giant Paraesophageal Hernia Repair with 1-Year Follow-up,” Stringham and colleagues1 provide an important addition to the literature for the management of a challenging and complex clinical entity. The strengths of the article include its prospective nature, the high percentage of patients who concluded the study, and its overall design with regard to assessment of symptomatic and radiographic recurrence.

In addition, the study reports the surgical results of different operative repairs by the laparoscopic and open approaches (left thoracotomy and laparotomy) and includes the first-time and reoperative procedures. Stringham and colleagues1 consider a recurrent hiatal hernia as any herniation of the stomach above the diaphragm, and they compare the symptomatic and radiographic recurrences in patients with recurrent hiatal hernia smaller than 2 cm and 2 cm or larger by using imaging and a validated preoperative and postoperative questionnaire.

The rate of radiographic recurrence after laparoscopic repair of giant paraesophageal hiatal hernia is reported to be 12% to 16%2,3. Most previous studies defined recurrence as hiatal hernia 2 cm or larger, mentioned by Stringham and colleagues1 as “conventionally defined recurrence.” The rate of recurrence was nearly doubled when all the “radiographic recurrences,” including hiatal hernias smaller than 2 cm, were included (18.8% vs 32.7%). It is reported that most patients with radiographic recurrence are asymptomatic.3,4 The results of the study demonstrate that quality of life and patient satisfaction are negatively affected by a hiatal hernia of any size. This is the key point of the article—the emphasis that any recurrent hiatal hernia, as small as it may be, should be carefully assessed and not underestimated.

Collis gastroplasty was used to treat 66% of the patients in this series. Similarly, Collis gastroplasty has been reported in 40% to 56%2,5 of primary laparoscopic giant paraesophageal hiatal hernia repairs. The use of an esophageal lengthening procedure may be subjective and driven by the surgeon’s training and institutional tradition. In a review of 662 patients, the use of Collis gastroplasty was shown to have decreased from 86% to 53%.5 Esophageal stricture is regarded as the most common predictor of esophageal shortening, followed by long-segment Barrett esophagus.6 It would be informative to identify the rates of stricture and Barrett esophagus in the patients in this series for better delineation of the need for Collis gastroplasty.

This study included 7.5% recurrent paraesophageal hiatal hernias. The reoperative procedures could be studied separately, because they present a much more challenging technical problem, with longer operative time and higher rates of intraoperative and postoperative complications. Stringham and colleagues1 have the expertise to repair giant paraesophageal hernias through both open and laparoscopic approaches. It would be beneficial to compare the outcomes of laparoscopic versus open procedures to assess any advantages of each approach.

This excellent prospective study with assessment of symptomatic and radiographic recurrence at 1 year, with focus on symptoms and the quality of life of patients with recurrent hiatal hernias smaller than 2 cm, provides an important additional clinical tool for understanding the treatment of patients with giant paraesophageal hiatal hernia.
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A prospective study of giant paraesophageal hiatal hernia with impressive radiographic and symptomatic follow-up, excellent clinical results, and emphasis on recurrent hiatal hernia smaller than 2 cm.